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Hello, World! Hello bills that pay themselves. Hello classrooms without rooms. Hello nearest gas station. Hello doctors without waiting. Hello there’s an app icon for that. Hello leave a message at the beep. Hello April 15, bring it on. Hello 19.6 percent tip. Hello charts that are off the chart. Hello it’s beer o’clock somewhere. Hello doodle time. Hello professional networking in my pajamas. Hello home, goodbye rental. Hello here’s my card. Hello pocket torch. Hello what can I get for a fiver? Hello island hopping in the air. Hello work computer from home computer. Hello sign on the dotted line. Hello customer, hello professional. Hello fax (yes, fax). Hello Netflix and chill. Hello work anniversaries. Hello 0110000101110000011100000110110001100101. Hello learning differential equations from home. Hello natural after-school coder. Hello smelling and identifying the roses. Hello Alabama on top of Wyoming. Hello how do you say hello in Swahili? Hello here’s how to become a Bitcoinaire. 
Hello sketching with Apple Pencil on a Mac. Hello Hollywood, here I come. Hello ebonies and ivories. Hello so that’s where the gluteus medius is located. Hello 220 WPM. Hello icosahedron. Hello heelp for spealing. Hello one and two and three and dip. Hello perfect 2400. Hello President Underwood. Hello knit one, purl two. Hello inspirational talk on a slightly fringe topic. Hello binge-watching. Hello cat videos. Hello entire magazine rack. Hello otherwise sold-out tickets. Hello Three Comma Club. Hello streaming dysfunctional South Siders. Hello One. More. Episode. Hello, ¿cómo estás? Hello Yule log. Hello Da-da-da, Da-da-da. Hello smarty-pants. Hello matinee. Hello said my cat. Hello eeny meeny miny no more. Hello it’s the right Lindy step, y’all. Hello today you will experience something life-changing. Hello to a whole new dimension of wallpaper. Hello three seasons in three days. Hello you will have much luck in love. Hello iPhone until I can find the Apple TV remote. 
Hello procrastination. Hello books whenever wherever. Hello desktop suddenly appearing on my TV. Hello trippy fractals. Hello ding dong om nom nom nom. Hello camera, is this a chrysanthemum? Hello snow in the background. Hello spring-cleaning for digital pack rats. Hello let me ring you up from my iPad. Hello I can pay you back on the spot without cash. Hello anyone eaten here before? Hello 30-year fixed rate. Hello pocket piano lessons. Hello desktop flurries. Hello bill pay while I’m on vacation. Hello and...we’re live. Hello enough Stars for a reward. Hello payback isn’t a bitch. Hello monthly budget. Hello social butterflies in Saint Petersburg. Hello do you know a good sushi spot in the Tenderloin? Hello not your father’s desktop clock. Hello burrito button. Hello food, that was fast. Hello double vanilla mochaccino with cream. Hello kind strangers. Hello slicing and dicing. Hello amateur foodie critics. Hello euros into dollars. Hello building my own world, one block at a time. 
Hello guess what’s on my forehead. Hello letting one go on demand. Hello side-scrolling shredders. Hello maxed TH10. Hello line-clear legends. Hello rampaging goats. Hello soaring on tiny wings. Hello Princess Ida. Hello waves of botanicidal undead. Hello swipe, swipe, swipe, slay. Hello Town Hall upgrade. Hello forest on the edge of hell. Hello 3-Stars Clan War. Hello Tetrimino. Hello Overseer, welcome back to Vault 121. Hello common three-letter abbreviation for “developer.” Hello 7-10 split. Hello hole in one. Hello demonic monkeys. Hello 200 mph. Hello eight ball in the corner pocket. Hello Saul. Hello riding is the new driving. Hello early retirement. Hello wrapped candy bombs. Hello triple word score. Hello endless running through ancient temples. Hello round the wicket. Hello would you like to ride with us? Hello facehugger. Hello slayer of the God King. Hello perfect ollie points. Hello birdfriend. Hello underwater jump scares. Hello A to B, but faster.  
Hello arctic fox friend. Hello redheaded heroine. Hello is this thing on? Hello Middle-earth. Hello riot grrrl mixtape. Hello sis, I’m home. Hello talking sword. Hello gritty streets of Hong Kong. Hello cardio day. Hello strawberry sensei. Hello you filthy green pigs. Hello precarious landing pads. Hello where in the world am I? Hello insomnia shopping. Hello apparently I burned 731 calories today. Hello drop and give me 100. Hello fuel points. Hello 26.2. Hello 5K, goodbye couch. Hello motivating voice in my pocket. Hello 102 degrees. Hello Cerberus Maximus. Hello 1 calorie, 2 calories, 3 calories... Hello just did it. Hello that time of the month. Hello ommmm. Hello to losing the last five pounds. Hello snooze. Hello 50-50 grind. Hello sub-one-minute 100m butterfly. Hello soothing white noise. Hello magical thermostat control from afar. Hello you’re invited. Hello I need a task done. Hello this is 911. Hello I’m awake. Hello ripped abs. Hello point-and-click hilarity. 
Hello crown questions. Hello today’s water intake. Hello tricolored sweatshirt I wanted, glad to hear you’re back in stock. Hello Dark Angel Space Marines. Hello more smiles than :-). Hello local knowledge on a global scale. Hello work of art turned work of code. Hello tomb I plan to raid. Hello enemies of the Imperium. Hello hitting the open road without an M1 license. Hello platform jumper. Hello public transit playground. Hello letter F that turns into a foot, sprouts feathers, and grows a fan. Hello city-building meets farming. Hello playlists for everything you could possibly do. Hello doodling, drawing, painting, and sketching. Hello placing all the needles within a single wheel spin. Hello how are your hands moving without any limbs? Hello next train to Papakura. Hello don’t have a cow, man! Hello microcosmic puzzles. Hello merging multiple PDF documents. Hello paper towns. Hello block head with no face. Hello cobalt, sunbeam, snow, and tamalpais filters. 
Hello husband I haven’t met yet. Hello happily ever after. Hello designated driver. Hello sleeping baby. Hello four-star dim sum. Hello sit, stay, good boy. Hello Rudolphine Tables. Hello mashing-in, sparging, and pitching the yeast. Hello house training. Hello garnishing with a lime wheel. Hello nope, nope, nope, nope, whoa, definitely Yes. Hello pairing suggestions. Hello no-longer-lost keys. Hello space, what does my future look like? Hello pictures to sketches. Hello T-minus three days. Hello personal shopping assistant. Hello pretty fishies. Hello custom ringtone. Hello 12,594 steps a day. Hello Zen wallpaper. Hello homemade meals. Hello family meatloaf made easy. Hello prewarmed bedroom. Hello septomarginal trabecula. Hello I know exactly why my baby is crying. Hello it’s not safe for me to get behind the wheel. Hello this bone’s connected to this bone. Hello 120 over 80. Hello daily glucose levels. Hello ringtone DJ. Hello 3:00 a.m. feeding. Hello eight-minute mile. 
Hello doctor. Hello 9 percent body fat. Hello conscious breathing. Hello goodnight. Hello geometric parkour. Hello mini Mii. Hello E, B, and G-sharp. Hello singing the right lyrics. Hello ladies and gentlemen, and thanks for coming out tonight! Hello music I didn’t know I liked. Hello sound hack. Hello cutting-room floor. Hello historic battle three times a day. Hello faster route. Hello news across the pond. Hello bus that’s actually on time. Hello east-northeast. Hello elusive parking space. Hello this just in on my wrist. Hello sneaky red-light camera. Hello soothing waterfall sounds. Hello bulls and bears of Wall Street. Hello America’s Finest News Source. Hello daily diary of the American dream. Hello white ghost. Hello nope, no earthquakes today. Hello This American Life. Hello Car 23, let’s take a Code 7. Hello GOOOOOOOOOOOOAL! Hello AAPL. Hello but for only 10 seconds. Hello perfect selfie. Hello finally over 100 likes. Hello digital watercolor. Hello Super 8. 
Hello no more forgotten passwords. Hello great-great-great-great-grandfather. Hello VPN to go. Hello safeguarded memories. Hello files here or there. Hello notes to self. Hello image to text. Hello digital John Hancock. Hello 40 foreign tongues. Hello dotted line. Hello screen grab. Hello apparently my great-granny is German. Hello so that’s what kids today mean by turnt. Hello today’s word is gherkin. Hello seven-letter word for hot tub. Hello Orion’s Belt. Hello We the People... Hello Oysterman’s Stopper. Hello friend requests. Hello sepia selfies. Hello answers. Hello to placing a bid on my wrist. Hello lilac crochet ruffle scarf with flower. Hello three years ago today. Hello mostly reliable information. Hello selfie gallery. Hello that one guy from your high school who you kind of know but don’t really know who somehow has two kids now. Hello $1 reserve. Hello you crack me up in six seconds. Hello perfect ideas to decorate my living room. Hello soul mate. Hello like it. Hello love it.  
Hello you’ve been repinned. Hello dim sum near SOMA. Hello courtside. Hello #hello. Hello from the other side of the world. Hello crocheted cat coffee cup covers. Hello dawn patrol. Hello to hoisting the mainsail. Hello rear grab to a choke hold. Hello fantasistas. Hello from the front row. Hello personal chauffeur. Hello shortcuts. Hello Flight 240 to SFO. Hello giant twine ball. Hello your ride’s here. Hello streaming mundane things for an audience. Hello opinions about everything. Hello lido deck. Hello window seat. Hello Matt Davis Trail. Hello temporary car ownership. Hello futon sofa for the weekend. Hello next bus. Hello iPhone, where are you? Hello alternate route. Hello ranking billionaires. Hello let’s see what other people thought. Hello bearings, I’ve missed you. Hello home away from home. Hello Nobunaga Oda versus Shingen Takeda. Hello one password to rule them all. Hello circadian wake-up calls. Hello √ of any number. Hello duplicates. Hello duplicates. Hello I have a question. 
Hello ivory tickling. Hello let’s see if you’ve ever done anything bad. Hello ready for some monkey (king) business. Hello Brit lit gameplay. Hello dinner’s ready. Hello gotta go, looks like my house is on fire. Hello memories captured, shared, then destroyed forever. Hello big payments for small business. Hello big guy in the sky. Hello picture, tell me 1000 words. Hello teamwork that makes the dream work. Hello cross-country sales meeting from your living room. Hello package out for delivery. Hello Mom, great to see your face from 3000 miles away. Hello debt-free living. Hello accepting credit cards at my artisanal beef jerky stand. Hello to being endorsed. Hello 418.2MB attachment that doesn’t crash. Hello point-of-sale savior. Hello I’d like to add you to my professional network. Hello cloud storage. Hello guitar lessons at your tempo. Hello reading without reading. Hello ideas worth spreading. Hello just went viral. Hello learning that doesn’t feel like learning. 
Hello Technology, Entertainment, and Design. Hello future Bobby Fischer. Hello future Bob Ross. Hello coloring outside the lines. Hello carpe diem. Hello Old Testament in my pocket. Hello quiz yourself. Hello is anyone out there? Hello Bf3 to c6 and d4 to f5. Hello Pythagorean theorem made interesting. Hello 72 degrees Fahrenheit is 22 degrees Celsius. Hello capital of California is Sacramento. Hello Romeo, wherefore art thou? Hello M-I-C-K-E-Y. Hello checkmate. Hello flashcards for the vocabulary quiz win. Hello spherical tetralamp shade made easy. Hello frame-worthy frames. Hello Black Cats, Roman Candles, Screamin’ Banshees, Thunder Flowers, Nipsy Daisers, and Whistling Kitty Chasers. Hello online bookstore. Hello wherever whenever television shows. Hello 15 minutes of fame, 6 seconds at a time. Hello I heart ’80s rock. Hello Powerpuff Girls. Hello red-carpet exclusives. Hello Internet sensations. Hello Fosbury Flop. Hello stress relief via profane tirades. Hello 347 x 474.  
Hello truth. Hello dare. Hello viral videos. Hello I spend that much money on coffee each month? Hello 110-meter hurdles world record. Hello speakin’ like a local pirate wit’ a band o’ pirates when ye want to. Hello paid-off bets. Hello this is what our baby would look like if we had a baby together. Hello spending habits, nice to finally meet you. Hello credit score, good to see you’re doing well. Hello insider reading. Hello untaxing taxes. Hello splitting the bill 17 ways. Hello everyone, Newton 110 for sale, PM if interested. Hello no stupid tax questions. Hello daily diary of the American dream. Hello five-star reviews. Hello no-huddle offense. Hello buy low, sell high. Hello trick-shot master. Hello calories burned. Hello fried chicken earned. Hello avian dating. Hello here’s an invoice for your latest shipment. Hello All the News That’s Fit to Print. Hello seven servants. Hello in American Sign Language. Hello unreal Christmas tree. Hello drumroll, please.  
Hello remember your credit card payment is due on June 15. Hello you now have 47 jars of horseradish mustard left in your warehouse. Hello today I drove 12.5 miles from Moscone Center to SFO in my rental car. Hello turning my 20-minute sunset video into a 30-second one. Hello I see my pizza in the oven, then on the road, then delivered. Hello wanna hop in? Hello tall, nonfat, half-sweet mocha latte, extra-hot, no foam, no whip, with chocolate drizzle, please. Hello eating as locals do. Hello no gluten, no soy, no refined sugar. Hello triple 20 for the win. Hello perfect 300 game while I’m supposed to be paying attention to the keynote address. Hello virtual catch and release. Hello fading hook to the dance floor. Hello drifting through the curve. Hello Gabbit, Munch, and Abe. Hello Ms. Croft. Hello Manny Calavera, travel agent at the Department of Death. Hello straight flush on the river. Hello left, no right, crap, there’s a monster, go left! Hello hitting on 16, staying on 17.
Hello reckless driving. Hello zodiac-based math. Hello double-pistol-wielding, ponytail-wearing adventure woman. Hello shape-shifting alphabets. Hello drawing in code. Hello Jake, Tricky, and Fresh. Hello user-sourced trivia questions. Hello $3,470 in checking and $6,247 in savings. Hello I’m calling your bluff. Hello signatures in seconds. Hello in thousands of ways. Hello triangle-square-triangle, which sounds better than square-triangle-square. Hello little white dog with a cape. Hello commanders and cutiezens. Hello mama needs a new pair of shoes! Hello vectors for the fun of it. Hello are we there yet? Hello Finest, hello Value. Hello 35,000 radio stations. Hello anyone in Stockholm selling a vintage Leica. Hello Mii that looks like me. Hello you’ll never walk alone. Hello scribbles to solutions. Hello awww, dang it, what’s that word again? Hello this is the app you’re looking for. Hello must-have kid distraction tool. Hello neowwwwwwww. Hello navigating Moscow without a connection. 
Hello let’s go bag a T. rex. Hello P...I...N...G. Hello and down the stretch they come. Hello 9x9x9. Hello and welcome to my man-made city. Hello dog-face filters. Hello exploding jewels. Hello ionized plasma levitator. Hello I’ve been working on my railroad all the livelong day and even a little last night, too. Hello so that’s what 0–60 in 1.2 seconds feels like. Hello irritated birds of a feather that fight together. Hello stranger, could I have a ride? Hello pins, meet ball. Hello I can’t stop chewing ice, is this normal? Hello defeat the dark side we must. Hello table three, four porterhouse steaks, two T-bones, for the fun of it. Hello 360 backflip without breaking a bone. Hello sūji wa dokushin ni kagiru. Hello fakie to a frontside air. Hello 2048, I haven’t seen you for a while. Hello near-instant tile-swapping satisfaction. Hello jogo bonito. Hello 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 24... Hello destructive goating. Hello Penal Code 487(d)(1). Hello pissed-off birds armed with lightsabers. 
Hello Escher pastel paradise. Hello logos while you wait. Hello mirror, mirror, on the wall, who’s the greatest dragon of them all. Hello double chin, goodbye double chin. Hello prototype today, production tomorrow. Hello everyone’s help in getting free Wi-Fi. Hello isometric stair-climbing. Hello something other than Arial, Palatino, and Times New Roman. Hello doctor, what’s this rash from? Hello knowing I still need to drink three glasses of water by end of day. Hello hot home yoga. Hello glorious maximus. Hello five food groups seven days a week. Hello N 17°64’17”, W 101°55’17”. Hello please cover your right eye and read the third line. Hello 1200-calorie days. Hello mile 1...2...5...13...26. Hello I ate WHAT yesterday? Hello lucid dreaming. Hello row, row, row your erg machine. Hello swim, bike, run, repeat. Hello Sarah, hello Kate, hello Patricia, hello Izzy, hello Camille, hello Anastasia, hello Vicky, hello Gigi, hello soul mate. Hello watching my pup use my Blahniks as his chew toys. 
Hello peeps, looking to buy Apple IIe, will pay good $$$$. Hello taking from the rich and giving to the poor. Hello Rembrandt, Caravaggio, Raphael, Leonardo, and Rubens on my desktop. Hello dah dah dit; dit; dah dit; dit dit; dit dit dah; dit dit dit. Hello Windsor, Pratt, Cavendish, Balthus, Kent, and Saint Andrew. Hello mirror, mirror, on the wallpaper. Hello new roommate. Hello one-night stand. Hello whoever’s interested, right now I’m right here in this particular movie theater. Hello shopping for appliances I need and gadgets I can’t live without. Hello good plumber in my area. Hello reservations for a party of five. Hello something new, something borrowed, something blue. Hello perfect above-the-bed triptych. Hello reasonably priced, well-reviewed housepainter. Hello step-by-step midcentury sofa reupholstery. Hello top 10 banh mi sandwich spots in San Francisco. Hello so that’s how much they paid for that house. Hello perfect cake and perfect bouquet for the perfect day. 
Hello everything you ever wanted to know about the heart but weren’t accepted to medical school to ask. Hello rain, rain, don’t go away, you’re so soothing to listen to. Hello sadness, my old friend...and my other friend, happiness...and my other friend, anger. Hello can someone help me finish my homework? Hello 22 percent BMI, I guess I can go ahead and order that bruléed French toast, after all. Hello pinpointing acupuncture points. Hello being able to learn anything including how not to go broke in the process. Hello perfectly tuned dulcimer. Hello dropping 10 pounds for the 10-year reunion. Hello it’s time to look away from your computer screen for one minute. Hello curing dandruff with coconut oil. Hello Soldier, Brigand, Millionaire, and Diva. Hello two turntables and a microphone. Hello song, what’s your name? Hello bedroom DJ. Hello mic check 1, 2, 3, 4. Hello car, jar, far, Babar, czar, disbar, bizarre, Myanmar, hectare, supastar. Hello northbound that arrives at 22nd Street Station at 7:44 a.m. 
Hello piano man in the making. Hello converting WMV to QuickTime quickly. Hello my friends, hello my fans. Hello rockelele god. Hello what are harp strings actually made of? Hello preschool of rock. Hello everyone else who wants to buy the same thing I do. Hello EV charging station. Hello quixotry for 274 points. Hello saving it to read later. Hello Facebookers, Twitterers, Snapchatters, and Instagrammers. Hello local papers from anywhere. Hello skateboarding through a musical dreamscape. Hello childhood dream of being turned into a cartoon. Hello it’s going to be a full moon tonight. Hello it’s a photo, no wait, it’s a sketch. Hello you know what would make that photo better—a rainbow. Hello new-school photo booth. Hello slideshows not like your grandparents used to make. Hello WFH. Hello being 146 percent happier than baby koalas. Hello meme weaver. Hello frame job. Hello photobombed and goodbye photobomber. Hello professor, you’re being recorded while I take a nap in the last row. 
Hello memory of an elephant. Hello modern-day Mary Poppins. Hello end of terrace in the good bit of Peckham with a garden big enough to have a dog finally. Hello math lab. Hello I’m published. Hello open quote, close quote. Hello there are exactly 21,474 words on this wall. Hello hola, hej, hallo, ni hao, habari, helo. Hello heads or tails. Hello best presentation ever. Hello Chapter 1. Hello it’s time to wake up. Hello cartography for everything that I’m thinking. Hello check, check, check, check, and I’m done. Hello one thing at a time while being timed. Hello never thinking about passwords again. Hello symphony of ocean waves crashing in the background. Hello spontaneous brainstorming session. Hello I’m an adult who likes coloring books. Hello everybodypedia. Hello third cousin once removed on my father’s side. Hello atomic number of argon, which is 18. Hello anything you want to know about everything. Hello bookmarking Mark 4:21. Hello Tokyo, where they’re apparently 16 hours ahead. 
Hello selfie and goodbye selfie. Hello screaming goats, double rainbows, dramatic chipmunks, ninja cats, and bitten fingers. Hello we never had this text conversation. Hello store that sells Apple stuff. Hello 100,000 mangas. Hello Carl, let’s roll. Hello to watching my dog destroy my couch from my office. Hello there, I’m coming at you live from wherever I am right now. Hello said a little blue birdie. Hello digital mood board. Hello goat spirit animal. Hello hyperencrypted, self-destructing, secret-agent-approved text messages. Hello station I haven’t listened to since college. Hello I’m fully aware you unfollowed me on Twitter. Hello first-round job interview without having to come into the office. Hello from the happiest man in the world. Hello Tim Cook just liked your post. Hello inbox tamer. Hello epic fail compilations. Hello watercooler conversations. Hello Bosu ball training. Hello learning how to bunt down the third-base line. Hello wing chun bong sau with chop. 
Hello time-warping, magic-flute-wielding space gnome. Hello German matchmaker. Hello blemish-free skin and perfect hairline. Hello final boss battle: Rush Hour. Hello two-faced puzzles. Hello it’s raining coins. Hello my unibeam chest projector is more powerful than your vibranium-adamantium shield. Hello defenders of the lane. Hello professional photography presets. Hello let the battle for mana crystals begin. Hello crowdsourced stock market. Hello ARN to LHR check-in. Hello no more singing along without knowing the words. Hello there, you in the shadows. Hello Sustainability Augmentation Model. Hello red 10 on black jack. Hello finger cutting along the dotted line. Hello blocks, you won’t fill my screen. Hello slicing your way to the solution. Hello headshotting walkers with a spiked bat. Hello $30 Nintendo 64, four blocks away. Hello expert-level shadow puppets. Hello daydreaming doggies. Hello head start for babies. Hello Soldier, Brigand, Millionaire, and Diva. Hello shapes hiding in the shadows. 
Hello rolling the jib. Hello your ride will arrive shortly. Hello making yourself at home in someone else’s. Hello improving my handles. Hello dojo at home. Hello perfect 501. Hello WTG 3D MMO RPG FTW, LOL. Hello tai chi autodidact. Hello native tourists. Hello on-demand designated drivers. Hello home away from home away from home. Hello bridge to backbend kickover. Hello five-star rider. Hello the next Lionel Messi. Hello Alpha 3, this is Echo 6, over. Hello does anyone know when this flight will finally arrive? Hello point B. Hello ebb and flow. Hello pink glowstache. Hello wheels, I want them now. Hello planes, trains, automobiles, and hotels, too. Hello would anyone like to ride my bike? Hello kids, goodbye screens. Hello Wi-Fi networks, where are you? Hello apparently I’m too drive to drunk. Hello location and removal of duplicates and location and removal of...BAM! Hello knowing it’s going to rain in 15 minutes. Hello typing without lifting a finger. Hello listening to my unborn baby’s heartbeat. 
Hello splitting the bill three ways without taking half an hour to figure it out. Hello house, please be exactly 71 degrees when I get home. Hello Rune collection. Hello spring-cleaning for your phone. Hello whichever way the wind blows. Hello Irish scissor kick lessons. Hello is it safe for me to eat prawns during the first trimester? Hello dinner at my door. Hello and today “we are all fools in love.” Hello living like a local. Hello people who want to make the world a better place. Hello bot chatting. Hello you’re going to need an umbrella. Hello so that’s how you veganize that. Hello just crushed my math homework. Hello fitness goals. Hello $3 to charity instead of to coffee. Hello two million books at my disposal. Hello 3.14159265359 and on and on. Hello 360-degree view. Hello 38th week, hello watermelon. Hello Windows apps on my MacBook. Hello 5 p.m. GMT, which is 9 a.m. PST, which is way too late in Singapore. Hello a place to lay your head tonight. Hello payday every day, not just twice a month. 
Hello radio star, welcome back. Hello common, epic, and legendary cars. Hello mind the gap, ride the gap, barrel roll the gap. Hello dot dot d’oh! Hello guided walking tour of Paris at night. Hello little green monster above my shoulder. Hello habit, you’re about to get broken. Hello I feel the need, the need for speed. Hello 13 random questions. Hello money from a different country in a hurry. Hello Willy the trivia wheel. Hello Marks, hello Sparks. Hello mayorship of Moscone Center. Hello shadow puzzles. Hello clean energy on frozen planets. Hello 24,500 steps. Hello going off the grid while on the grid. Hello step-by-step cooking instructions. Hello Kaito and Aya. Hello tree generation and cultivation. Hello the cow goes moo, in B minor. Hello DJ Tap Tap. Hello MoneyBeaming. Hello Barbara the Viking. Hello sketchbook of the future. Hello never standing in line at Tesco. Hello leader of the pack. Hello Brown, Cony, Moon, and James. Hello vector maestro. Hello d’oh! Hello razor-sharp fingertips. 
Hello until the paramedics arrive. Hello I mean “ahoy” to all the ships at sea. Hello all the ways from A to B. Hello clothes-washing icons deciphered. Hello memorizing anything. Hello debate settler. Hello armchair astronaut. Hello attention span, great to have you back. Hello autism diagnosis. Hello baaaaa, tweet, grrrrrrr, ribbit. Hello pregnancy brain, we can help. Hello in-game commentary. Hello bookworm book recommendations. Hello luggage-packing science. Hello banging bass line. Hello beat that my heart didn’t skip. Hello beautiful puzzles of impossible architecture. Hello philanthropic bell-ringing. Hello spiky-haired hero. Hola, gato, ¿cómo estás? Hello big ol’ books in bite-size bits. Hello blood group matchmaking. Hello boarding without paper tickets. Hello book of books. Hello branchless banking. Hello Bertlemann slide. Hello brewing storm. Hello who knew I could look this good? Hello calculator in your camera. Hello cuadrangular! Hello camera, tell me what you see. Hello carrot sticks, goodbye chips. 
Hello charades, meet emojis. Hello chemical experimentation that won’t blow up the lab. Hello RU OK? Hello protection against overdraft protection. Hello mindfulness. Hello closest dog-friendly pub with craft ales on tap. Hello cupboard and fridge, what can we make tonight? Hello cloud appreciation society. Hello growing chain of story-based islands. Hello cognitive calisthenics. Hello competitive storytelling. Hello cooking for others when they need it most. Hello CPU chill pill. Hello cloudy with a chance of evil penguins. Hello customers, how was the service? Hello baby, I can hear you waking up. Hello customer service that calls you. Hello phone tree navigation. Hello dating with depth. Hello businesses behaving better. Hello damned spot, out I say! Hello Destroying Angel, I’m not going to be eating you today. Hello digital nomad, here’s where you should work today. Hello and adios, pelota. Hello perfect eggs every time. Hello disaster prepared for, disaster averted. 
Hello homemade disco ball helmet. Hello doggy soul mate. Hello distraction-free writing. Hello Sir David Attenborough, may I join you at the Natural History Museum? Hello triple bogey. Hello how-tos and hacks. Hello don’t do it. Hello doodles come to life. Hello double double word score. Hello social humblebrag. Hello drawings that come to life. Hello dreaded F chord. Hello driver’s license. Hello easy event organization. Hello shameless photos of food. Hello double-tap heart. Hello every recipe in the world in my pocket. Hello British television. Hello everything you ever wanted to know about guitars but were too busy shredding to ask. Hello computed answers. Hello potential platonic female friends. Hello exploding kittens, and sometimes goats. Hello extra pair of hands. Hello hands at 10 and 2 and not on your phone. Hello F, 26, WLTM F with GSOH to share gossip, pizza, and LOLs. Hello sorry I forgot to feed you last week. Hello famous actor I can never remember the name of. Hello farmers, thanks for dinner. 
Hello fellow JavaScript enthusiasts in my general vicinity I haven’t met yet. Hello Pokota. Hello fellow lovers of searingly hot curry, we should meet. Hello seat 58B, I know you don’t recline. Hello finger painting without the paint. Hello the item you are watching ends in five minutes. Hello free homework tutors. Hello 72 and sunny. Hello forecasts with attitude. Hello memorizing anything by heart. Hello free education for the world. Hello food photo envy. Hello freedom from distraction. Hello friends in virtual places. Hello friends you haven’t met yet. Hello six good friends, I’m in trouble. Hello you are now friends with Craig Federighi. Hello front of the queue. Hello future favorite book. Hello better decisions. Hello geolocating graves. Hello King Slime. Hello koi. Hello goal weight. Hello Lv99. Hello good old days. Hello epic send-off. Hello you take the leads. Hello hairstyles you can try on. Hello happiest happy hour in town. Hello best offer accepted. Hello headlines as they happen. 
Hello heart rate. Hello wicka, wicka, wicka, what! Hello Playman. Hello American muscle cars. Hello pig farmers. Hello backyard BBQ mastery. Hello beans and greens. Hello herfing with the boys. Hello we chat, blog, shop, pay, and play. Hello pharmacy. Hello car-tuning expertise. Hello standing up for human rights. Hello optical clinic in my pocket. Hello exam prep. Hello fellow trans youth. Hello customer freebies in exchange for customer loyalty. Hello hurricane, we’re ready for you this time. Hello interval timing. Hello Korean youth culture that goes beyond just Psy. Hello gearheads. Hello no more IOUs. Hello absurdly pampered pooches. Hello mad Photoshop skillz. Hello radio waves. Hello voice of hip, edgy, creative individualists. Hello just about any shoe I could possibly want. Hello zero carbon footprint. Hello singing a duet with your idol. Hello fellow Alzheimer’s fighters. Hello here’s that money I owe you. Hello high-tech piggy bank. Hello tour of the hippocampus. 
Hello shared work space. Hello homework answers for a small fee. Hello honey, if you’re home, I see the dog’s on the sofa again. Hello hook, line, and toaster. Hello horse that walks into a bar. Hello honey, our baby has fingernails! Hello online study hall. Hello houses with mood swings. Hello roommate financial harmony. Hello how-to. Hello am I speaking to an actual human? Hello things are about to get a little massé around here. Hello I can’t find a corkscrew, help! Hello my secret is I enjoy going into bookstores and tearing the last page out of novels. Hello turning my iPhone into a panic alarm. Hello I wish I could catapult home. Hello I have a secret. Hello I know you don’t know me, but I’ve got a message from your boyfriend. Hello illegal loggers, we’re watching you. Hello in a whole bunch of languages. Hello 247K followers. Hello runners and cyclists around the world, it’s on. Hello masterpiece du jour. Hello Internet connection. Hello island hopping FTW. Hello more of what I like. 
Hello kindred spirits, let’s meet up. Hello knock, knock. Hello ladies and gentlemen, we are live. Hello let me repeat your order. Hello learning from each other. Hello knowledge to the masses. Hello lifesaver. Hello landscapes, meet soundscapes. Hello light at the end of the hallway. Hello light-hearted vocab learning. Hello phonics, this isn’t so hard. Hello we are Ohio. Hello crime-ridden street, I’ll be avoiding you today. Hello lifesaving livestreaming. Hello affluent world travelers. Hello awesome age of 17. Hello orchestra at your command. Hello magical talking rabbit. Hello peaching. Hello first-time mama, you can do this. Hello masterpiece in minutes. Hello math problem, say cheese. Hello “me hearties,” “yo ho ho,” and other essential swashbuckling phrases. Hello meaning in my career. Hello basket of bonus rolls. Hello Mozart via meows. Hello masterpieces on the go. Hello and goodbye, telemarketers. Hello messaging network even when there’s no network. 
Hello midcentury teak credenza, in 5 hours and 47 minutes, I hope you will be mine. Hello simple, pleasant to-do list. Hello midnight milkshake delivery in under an hour. Hello migraine management. Hello trimester milestones. Hello minimeteorologists. Hello Yo! Hello mole, you seem to have grown since we last talked. Hello molecule exploration. Hello MoMA. Hello monkupines and leopardillos. Hello Stark loyalists. Hello nag-free home. Hello seamlessly mixed music. Hello Mrs. Murphy, check out what Tom did in class today. Hello west right slot, 72, Z bingo U split, on one. Hello good people, can anyone loan me a few bucks? Hello my name’s Jerry and I have a pacemaker. Hello more hours in the day. Hello (almost) fun chores. Hello new limits. Hello neighborhood, we’re watching. Hello never-ending sketchbook. Hello geeking out. Hello stranger, I mean new friend for life. Hello public radio. Hello personal best, you’ve just been bettered. Hello New Year’s Eve beach hut. Hello news from every angle. 
Hello no bus for 20 minutes then suddenly three at once. Hello no filter. Hello playing tennis without any limbs. Hello one-man band. Hello one-legged pigeon pose. Hello organic, goodbye pesticides. Hello socialization of outdoor adventures. Hello anyone else who prefers to spend most of the time outside. Hello ovaries, what are you up to? Hello question, quest, question, quest. Hello passwords that remember themselves. Hello people who take the stairs for fun. Hello today you are a strong, powerful, independent woman. Hello searching for something. Hello podcast after podcast after podcast. Hello photos that speak for themselves. Hello photos, I can hear you. Hello physics with snails. Hello did you know San Francisco was part of Mexico until 1848? Hello places you’ve never heard of. Hello forestry fun. Hello Bee-Do Bee-Do Bee-Do! Hello please do touch the art. Hello rocket scientists, what are you up to today? Hello pocket-size art world. Hello cub rearing in the wild. Hello app-based banking. 
Hello porcupine mating season. Hello you don’t believe everything you read on the Internet, do you? Hello handheld recording studio. Hello RIP sites. Hello fake phone call to rescue me from having to talk any longer with Mister DB. Hello really interesting article I haven’t had a chance to read yet. Hello pub quiz answers. Hello friend about to go into the grocery store, can you pick me up some milk? Hello right side of the bed. Hello shackles to rods. Hello roger that, over and out. Hello running for someone else’s life. Hello healthy births in remote regions. Hello safer streets. Hello blowing up Wenzel’s house. Hello double down. Hello energy savings, goodbye standby mode. Hello second opinion. Hello seizure, I saw you coming. Hello crime stories for my commute. Hello sesquioxidizing. Hello Shazam for birds. Hello exercise that won’t accept excuses. Hello skinny jeans, here I come. Hello smarter team talk. Hello snake hips in training. Hello snoozing for the greater good. 
Hello soothing sounds of the jungle. Hello social shopping. Hello customer service so you don’t have to. Hello millions of songs, all in one place. Hello species, let’s get you out of danger. Hello speed-reading. Hello rocking the mic on your phone. Hello energy, I had no idea I was wasting that much of you. Hello learning without knowing you’re learning. Hello your dream wardrobe, the game version. Hello stinky cheese. Hello infinite talk radio. Hello stories worth sharing. Hello storm a-comin’ in 47 minutes. Hello hidden sugar content. Hello story of your life. Hello stranger. Hello so that’s what I should watch next. Hello strolls with stories. Hello stylishly skint. Hello diary of the modern age. Hello forced savings. Hello supertasty superfoods. Hello survival. Hello tap, blast, and collect. Hello swings and slides near me. Hello talks for thought. Hello parents of the 10U Kick’n Cuties. Hello me, on this exact day five years ago. Hello strolls with substance. Hello text messages as performance art. 
Hello this message will self-destruct in 5, 4, 3, 2, 1... Hello thousand-year-long song. Hello ancient principle of “time out.” Hello Admiral Snuggles, I’ll be home soon! Hello hold on, let’s see who’s right. Hello buying in on the ground floor so creative dreams can come true. Hello one big magazine of all your favorite parts of magazines. Hello to being somewhere you’re not. Hello to all the planes in the sky. Hello things I like, things I need, things I want to eat. Hello exploring the world through someone else’s eyes. Hello to a magazine that matters to you. Hello being woken up gently. Hello 1.618033988749894848204586834. Hello quiet walking route that will get me there in 25 minutes and also burn 320 calories. Hello I just had my very last cigarette. Hello funding platform for creative dreams. Hello defending your village on the subway ride home. Hello to getting a room at the last minute. Hello to getting your stories out there. Hello money actually left at the end of the month. 
Hello turning home movies into action movies. Hello workout, goodbye spare tire. Hello to my own perfect radio station. Hello dónde está el baño in a one-mile radius. Hello never walking home alone. Hello places to take my recyclables. Hello solving complex math equations with the click of a camera. Hello so many dumb ways to die. Hello stealing their style. Hello there doughnut that is apparently equal to 20 treadmill minutes. Hello swiping, not typing. Hello list of lists. Hello cool lap, goodbye burning thighs. Hello five, seven, five. Hello stroke symptoms. Hello bank run by Mom. Hello to traveling by jet pack. Hello comedically successful face transplant. Hello top five things to learn today. Hello tombstones of loved ones. Hello detailed itinerary created just for me. Hello you buy, they fly. Hello AI typing. Hello umbrella, you’re coming with me. Hello let’s predict the stock together. Hello unsubscribe all. Hello vegan community. Hello car that meets me in the driveway. 
Hello top news from my home prefecture. Hello smartphone DJs. Hello red tennis ball. Hello free space in my brain that no longer has to remember passwords. Hello Jumpman, Jumpman, Jumpman. Hello burglars, I’m home as far as you know. Hello minions researching the monolith. Hello traveling the cosmos with a magic flute. Hello it’s a dog-dream-dog world. Hello veritable cookbook in my pocket. Hello five-pack of knickers straight to your doorstep. Hello map of all my customers. Hello preschool in your pocket. Hello six-task winning streak. Hello capturing the Kraken. Hello seven...Seven...SEVEN! Hello being the wedding DJ at the last minute. Hello Dark Mode. Hello Bomb Mode. Hello cheap fares, exquisite services. Hello matching vertically and horizontally but never diagonally. Hello all of my documents, immediately organized. Hello nu ombordstigning. Hello glittering skateboard. Hello boxes that reveal more boxes. Hello lynx life. Hello monsters, let’s explore dungeons together. Hello level-12 building. 
Hello nocturnal monsters. Hello whole world in your hands. Hello night sky. Hello wine filing. Hello winning at the game of life. Hello floating bakeries. Hello 50,000 trails. Hello endangered species. Hello 100 shades of you. Hello wordplay with a spaceman. Hello writers, goodbye block. Hello fulfilling orders by steamboat. Hello you’ve got so much to live for. Hello the sound of crashes, strikes, hits, whacks, and thwacks. Hello word on the tip of my tongue. Hello zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz. Hello Professor Farnsworth. Hello perfect adoptable pup. Hello backhand winner. Hello drifting around corners like a boss. Hello Lord Boxman, take that! Hello muscles in places you never thought possible. Hello play-action pass. Hello mobile money transfers. Hello raccoon tycoon. Hello archer pose. Hello kick-ass plants, goodbye zombies. Hello breath of fresh air. Hello digital Swiss Army knife. Hello long ball, tater, bomb, round-tripper, dong, dinger, tape-measure shot. Hello cannibal cells. Hello five-star dragons. 
Hello paintbrush being as mighty as the sword. Hello town planning with occasional farmyard animals. Hello Craftsman, we meet again. Hello chores FTW. Hello surfing hoverboards. Hello to an entirely handmade city. Hello have a smashing good drive. Hello cute companions for your cruel conquests. Hello artfully distressed MNG jeans. Hello vuvuzela. Hello password-protected password protector. Hello mighty pens and mighty swords. Hello minion miner. Hello impossibly cheap flight to Dubai. Hello money, goodbye fees. Hello listening is the new reading. Hello puzzles that freak me out right before bed. Hello first time preparing chicken cordon bleu. Hello editing in the RAW. Hello Aussie rules. Hello fish balls, banana balls, and smileys. Hello thinking four moves ahead. Hello retina 5K radio. Hello pig with programming pointers. Hello me, say cheese! Hello nailing a perfect medium rare on a filet mignon. Hello digital bonsai. Hello spare change as an investment strategy. Hello meaningful motivation. 
Hello Heimlich. Hello 100-meter dash, long jump, hurdles, pole vault, and javelin throw. Hello to the future of trading. Hello style tribes. Hello me, only cleaned up and better looking. Hello blacktop to the hardwood. Hello backpacking fixers. Hello 7 seconds. Hello 17 seconds. Hello note-taking with oomph. Hello newly written chapters. Hello modern-day genealogy. Hello to staying current, offline. Hello matching tiles, now get out of here. Hello captured screens. Hello 10 more backers. Hello home safe home. Hello academics anytime. Hello writing on the wall. Hello lyrics to every song you hear. Hello quips, savvy opinions, and the latest universally acknowledged truths, shared in 140 characters or less. Hello tech-savvy fashionistas. Hello gourmet photography. Hello crowdsourced moviemaking. Hello rose-colored filter. Hello somewhere for the kid art other than the fridge. Hello youthful curiosity. Hello global classroom. Hello someone else’s voice + my moving mouth. Hello it’s me, only I’m cartoonized. 
Hello epic movie database. Hello comedians, cars, and coffee. Hello copycat. Hello pal, and thanks, I just received the money. Hello 720. Hello here’s my share. Hello Tuesday, April 18, 2017. Hello it’s round two, now fight! Hello gold roster. Hello late-night grub. Hello slashing and smashing your way through ancient China. Hello chug, chug, chug, chug. Hello what’s on your mind? Hello 20 percent of $47.50. Hello brown paper bag on wheels. Hello purple, yellow, blue, and red, touch the wrong color and you’re dead. Hello how well do you stack up? Hello trivial knowledge finally coming in handy. Hello drift mode. Hello mother of dragons. Hello dumb, even downright idiotic, ways to die. Hello I’m a billionaire, that’s billionaire with a “b.” Hello if you draw it, they will guess. Hello reality, I didn’t know you were so expensive. Hello 1,346th step, hello 1,347th step... Hello one size down. Hello Tom is here. Hello pocket personal trainer. Hello Zen sounds. Hello white noise. Hello 40 winks.  
Hello pocket medical checkup. Hello 15 must-haves this summer. Hello nanny and then hello date night. Hello remembering everything. Hello entertainment on a weekly basis. Hello I know we’ve never met, but let’s talk. Hello stealthy upvote. Hello daily commute simplified. Hello the single just dropped. Hello in 5, 4, 3, 2, 1... Hello Detective Huff and Puff. Hello highest bidder. Hello Ironborn and ironwood. Hello monstrous teachers. Hello walkers, goodbye walkers. Hello fantasies that are never final. Hello magic crystal–obsessed heroes. Hello ninja hiding in the bushes. Hello theater in my pocket. Hello Freddy Fazbear’s Pizza. Hello I raise you an ogre. Hello aurora borealis from space. Hello 51 percent match, 49 percent enemy. Hello keyboard made of cats. Hello, ¿cómo se dice hola en español? Hello self-produced conceptual album. Hello science on demand. Hello I heart hair metal. Hello junior economists. Hello music player without the annoying music player part. Hello time for a little decompression. 
Hello stand clear of the closing doors, please. Hello do you really need 30 duplicates of the same image? Hello 10 more ways to hit the snooze button. Hello file.jpg, goodbye file-1.jpg, file-2.jpg, and file-3.jpg. Hello pump up the volume. Hello no more “we missed you” delivery slips. Hello favorite seat at the movies. Hello it’s getting hot in here, so turn up that CPU fan. Hello that thing you meant to read. Hello cosmic latte. Hello dress-up sim. Hello you’re still borrowing my book. Hello stories about small blue humanoids. Hello home Mac and office Mac. Hello passive income. Hello stacks on stacks on stacks on stacks. Hello endless running. Hello officer, you’re not catching me today. Hello well-timed jumps, rolls, and sideways moves. Hello training troops for modern warfare. Hello precious panda pup. Hello all events in San Francisco this weekend. Hello blockbuster-worthy edit of my kid’s birthday party. Hello good boy, Ozzie, I see you’re still asleep on the couch. 
Hello happy, sad, then happy again. Hello to-do list, let’s do this. Hello name that tune. Hello jam session. Hello thanks for the gold. Hello balanced checkbook. Hello one endorsement and 14 new updates. Hello two chairs between two ferns. Hello 86 bpm. Hello fingerprint, goodbye passwords. Hello knowing how to say “where’s the bathroom” in German. Hello movie showtimes. Hello coloring for adults. Hello Treasure of the Seventh Sea. Hello Fort Despair. Hello little gray cells. Hello circumnavigation of the earth in 80 days or less. Hello ridding the world of dust and debris. Hello special weapons and tactics. Hello hill herb. Hello actually getting homework done. Hello medical school. Hello black now that I’m out of the red. Hello last month’s spending. Hello my life in 7-second and 17-second snippets. Hello how to build a backyard fire pit. Hello more hard drive space for cat videos. Hello looking for networks. Hello handwritten notes in a digital world. Hello cleared to-do list.  
Hello wallpapers galore. Hello golden hour. Hello flowchart heaven. Hello remotely troubleshooting Mom’s computer. Hello 45,474 page views in the last hour. Hello wait, something just moved. Hello histrionic. Hello finally beating your backstroke time. Hello salad for lunch. Hello cowboy boogie. Hello Miss January. Hello Golden Age Captain America, Vol. 1. Hello verify hometown tower on one-two-three-point-four. Hello the Chariot card reversed. Hello what’s your sign? Hello half hitch. Hello motion blur. Hello 1,247 profile views in the last 90 days. Hello finally getting around to writing that novel. Hello 458 words. Hello Starbucks, Space Needle, and Pike Place Market. Hello are you my 99 percent match? Hello Der Eisendrache. Hello warrior monk. Hello White-Winged Death. Hello Club Bam Bam. Hello Nevada sand in strange places. Hello letting Warden Murron live. Hello not knowing what’s gonna happen at the end of the line. Hello tree house theory. Hello Ivory Cudgel Flintlock Pistol. 
Hello Sauron, welcome back. Hello Windhounds Mission. Hello recruiters who keep inviting me to connect. Hello however cold it is back East. Hello tickets I forgot to print out. Hello words worth listening to. Hello a way to become famous overnight. Hello checkmarks on my grocery list. Hello origin of the word “origin.” Hello song I’ve been looking for. Hello the time in Beijing. Hello dozens of birthday wishes from people I don’t really know. Hello ticket stub on my wrist. Hello everyone who visited my blog today. Hello 30 seconds forward, 30 seconds back. Hello selective social networking. Hello personal trainer without the price tag. Hello today at a glance. Hello quesaritos and burritodillas. Hello four minutes faster if you take a right. Hello asking my wrist for directions. Hello in-store pickup. Hello end of bad spending habits. Hello getting lost in the meme vortex. Hello meat-free Mondays. Hello how much is a $4.25 Blue Bottle Kyoto iced coffee in yen? Hello sexy features. 
Hello non-awkward way to collect rent from your roommates. Hello light reading for the plane. Hello this will only take six seconds. Hello cutting film for the cutting-room floor. Hello clearing four lines at once like a boss. Hello finishing with less than three errors. Hello fastest word game on the planet. Hello connecting the dots. Hello silent princess. Hello green pipes that are the bane of my existence. Hello entire radio station for ’80s alternative punk. Hello date night on the couch. Hello cord cutters. Hello Steve from the Land of Notifications. Hello diamond, bell, and four-leaf clover. Hello wrist flirting with my potential perfect match. Hello singles near me. Hello never-ending battle for the throne. Hello checking the score of the game without anyone noticing. Hello skipping the ad after five seconds. Hello mystical scroll I actually found in a dungeon. Hello digital scrapbook. Hello everything on red. Hello pick six. Hello harnessing the ancient powers hidden on the islands. 
Hello football season while it’s still baseball season. Hello nest egg. Hello directorial debut. Hello embracing your inner dark side. Hello verified potential soul mate. Hello delicious puzzles. Hello wisdom of crowds. Hello you snooze, charity wins. Hello perfect spot for my new pigpen. Hello not needing the cue chalk. Hello I’m pregnant. Hello radio station in Virginia even though I now live in California. Hello stock market haiku. Hello tracking packages from Miami to Milan. Hello your car has arrived, madam. Hello planning your every pop. Hello single mom looking for a relationship. Hello let’s crack some eggs. Hello mechanical crabs. Hello together we will rebuild...with candy. Hello 100-foot-tall mystery box. Hello caterer, meet your next customer. Hello gym without the gym. Hello shake, score, vociferate. Hello what do you have against fruit? Hello plenty of miles before I need an oil change. Hello sustainable sashimi. Hello crunchy brunch. Hello world’s biggest female fitness community. 
Hello long multiplication by hand. Hello what’s 911 in Spain. Hello molecule lovers. Hello all four corners of the world. Hello modern-day symposiums. Hello donations from the other side of the world. Hello Bollywood beats. Hello celebrity doppelgangers. Hello my soon-to-be man’s best friend. Hello 20/20 vision everywhere. Hello Adam, hello Eve. Hello who’s calling? Hello “Chopsticks.” Hello Giphted minds thinking alike. Hello I’m not cooking tonight. Hello files anytime I need them. Hello news through another lens. Hello front row at Fashion Week. Hello free education for the world. Hello man of 25 voices. Hello solar system. Hello DIY floor plans. Hello bedroom classrooms. Hello best in show. Hello walking home alone with friends. Hello just a 15-minute phone call. Hello trending. Hello what if I talked like this? Hello greatest mixtape library ever. Hello cheapest flight. Hello making room for more stuff. Hello feeling confident in that bikini. Hello future life partner. 
Hello other family I don’t spend enough time with. Hello abs of steel. Hello innkeepers, where’s my invitation? Hello may the Force be with your deck. Hello free song of the day. Hello next generation of post. Hello city planning for the fun of it. Hello fire-breathing-dragon breeding. Hello black and white and read all over. Hello never losing any of my photos. Hello theme song that keeps getting faster. Hello never letting the cold bother me. Hello nitro boost. Hello tilt up to pass. Hello murderous animatronics. Hello best battle report ever. Hello pocket-size darkroom. Hello burrito bowl with extra guac. Hello my fastest mile. Hello Sunday morning crossword puzzle. Hello $20 $12 lunch. Hello Blinky, Pinky, Inky, and Clyde. Hello but in Polish. Hello never leaving the tickets at home. Hello blue anthropomorphic hedgehog. Hello quickest route to Cupertino. Hello everything you ever wanted to know about your health but didn’t want to drive to the doctor to ask. Hello six-pack. 
Hello War and Peace in your pocket. Hello easily picking the best bottle of wine on the shelf. Hello and baby makes three. Hello my professional makeup team. Hello It’s a Small World wait times. Hello sweet ambient sounds of a washing machine. Hello best price for that flight to Bali. Hello Vault life. Hello please don’t read the comments. Hello venti latte without the wait. Hello Crazy Dave’s garden. Hello masking bad photos with filters. Hello virtual cozy warmth. Hello 647.3 total miles. Hello Pong on my wrist. Hello free two-day shipping. Hello 16 mom trends blowing up the Internet. Hello 17 healthy lunches for people who hate salad. Hello fresh set of features. Hello surge pricing. Hello B-Dubs. Hello Big Daddy. Hello Little Sister. Hello what color is your browser today? Hello Kathmandu and Lady Meow-Meow. Hello playing with your food. Hello name of the song in that commercial. Hello movie trailer voice guy. Hello my go-to song. Hello trains, steamers, and hot-air balloons. 
Hello compressing files at 25 megs per second. Hello good scores come in threes. Hello $6 footlong, goodbye $5 footlong. Hello to getting back out there. Hello here’s money for my share of dinner yesterday. Hello cheat day. Hello legendary card. Hello Bigby Wolf. Hello #TBT every day. Hello did I remember to turn the heat off? Hello endless scroll. Hello minion card. Hello gluten-free cupcakes. Hello spin-free news. Hello directions to Moscone Center. Hello middle-out compression. Hello moving the trash can farther away but still nailing it. Hello North Star. Hello live look-ins. Hello home of the future. Hello sabermetricians. Hello birds that need anger management counseling. Hello teenage hooligans in the subway tunnels. Hello UPS guy. Hello package I have coming. Hello front page of the Internet. Hello zombie apocalypse. Hello mood lighting. Hello tiny white flags. Hello truffula trees. Hello extended remix. Hello paradigm-shifting, cuboidal data-storage device. 
Hello last-minute romantic dinner that seems like it was planned all along. Hello football channel 0, football app 1. Hello 200 points. Hello white cat, where is the black cat? Hello Tokyo Metro dungeons. Hello two level 10s for a hotel. Hello protectors of the Sacred Tree. Hello and howdily doodily, neighborino. Hello interior Moscone Center, protagonist stares at epic wall of words, he smiles. Hello adventure buddies I’ve never met in real life. Hello sleek new trench coat at a totally reasonable price. Hello mass transit system, let me show you how it’s done. Hello hot tips from fellow travelers. Hello OK.IAM. Hello mobile couch potato. Hello living room gymnasium. Hello Russia, I’d like to add you as a friend. Hello all the news that fits in 360°. Hello makeup on, makeup off, makeup on, makeup off. Hello starting the day with grayed-out circles and ending it with finished tasks. Hello taxi, Christ the Redeemer, please. Hello SYD to LAX, now boarding at Gate 8. 
Hello love at first swipe. Hello Saturday matinee. Hello 50 shades of red, green, and blue. Hello managing my own finances. Hello refund check. Hello settlers of the wastelands. Hello wubba lubba dub dub. Hello dude, where’d you get a cursor like that? Hello downvote, upvote, or give gold. Hello ninth underworld. Hello weapons loadout. Hello Ten Club. Hello Russian woman I always wanted to say hello to but couldn’t because I didn’t know how to speak Russian until now. Hello person I always knew was inside there. Hello playing on company time. Hello AVG, OPS, WAR, WHIP, ERA. Hello hashtags. Hello spur-of-the-moment getaway. Hello stranger’s couch. Hello last-minute reservation. Hello there, children. Hello collaboration. Hello thing I couldn’t wait two days for. Hello you magnificent bastard, I read your book! Hello world’s largest ball of yarn. Hello THIS CONVERSATION ENCRYPTED. Hello ridiculous top 10 lists. Hello roaring forties. Hello Late Show on the morning commute.  
Hello chromosome 15. Hello wizard and Wiz. Hello ACAAGATGCCATTGTCC... Hello additional display. Hello people, we gotta roll, we’re losing our light in eight minutes. Hello Bézier curves at my fingertips. Hello hamburgefonstiv. Hello improved short- and long-term memory. Hello not losing the light. Hello and now for something completely different. Hello Earth, live from outer space. Hello USPS, UPS, DHL, and FedEx. Hello roadside assistance. Hello officer, just obeying the speed limit. Hello he who dealt it. Hello downstairs neighbor, sorry my burpees are so loud. Hello calories that count themselves. Hello what I’m doing Saturday night. Hello slipping the surly bonds of Earth. Hello test audience, how’s my app? Hello legions of bug quashers. Hello front row center. Hello impossible-to-get ticket to opening night. Hello mumblecore student thesis. Hello cat with the body of a Pop-Tart. Hello spam, eggs, spam, spam, bacon, and spam. Hello Triceracop. Hello fully hydrated. 
Hello battles far, far away. Hello broadcast-worthy video production. Hello habitat for my humanity. Hello left superior lobar bronchus. Hello daily home run derby. Hello scary snows of Sweden. Hello real-world tricorder. Hello automatically backing up my vacation. Hello drink, drink, drink, drink (water). Hello turning photos into paintings. Hello Portable Document Format. Hello will you add me to your professional network? Hello panoramic photos. Hello culinary skills. Hello gym-free abs. Hello fingertip sluggers. Hello dozing off to the sound of storms. Hello hitch-in-your-golf-swing swipe. Hello end of insomnia. Hello parents, this is what’s happening in class right now. Hello the patient will see you now. Hello I live for live music. Hello Marimba, time for a change. Hello chasing Korean taco trucks. Hello me, goodbye fat. Hello two-zone cooking. Hello 22nd cousin from 8th aunt. Hello remote control of almost anything. Hello apocalyptic workouts.  
Hello story-based adventures. Hello E A D G B E. Hello instant doctor. Hello bedtime story with the lights out. Hello makeup skills. Hello chatty catty. Hello 10, 21, 29, 48, 65, and 33. Hello voice that’s not my voice. Hello likes. Hello pocket pharmacist. Hello songs of praise. Hello oxyphenbutazone, beat that. Hello E minor pentatonic scale. Hello seat in rush hour. Hello digital mosquito repellent. Hello new mayors in town. Hello the doctor will live chat with you now. Hello have you RSVP’d yet? Hello missing pet. Hello downward dog. Hello A, B, A, C, A, B, B. Hello pregnancy assistant. Hello box set binge. Hello feeding the world. Hello this place. Hello lab results. Hello skyfall combos. Hello face swaps. Hello secure impulse buys. Hello prepaid school meals. Hello teens for change. Hello digital mosh pit. Hello red-letter days. Hello Mom, I’m home. Hello officer. Hello here’s proof that not all roads lead to Rome. Hello finding time for everything. Hello brain exploration. 
Hello photo framing from anywhere. Hello polar bear adoption. Hello lip sync battle royale. Hello seeing in the dark. Hello bully, stop it. Hello other side of the road. Hello sleep patterns. Hello dream house. Hello you’ve reached me on my other number. Hello survival of the houseplants. Hello swimsuit season. Hello uprising without rising. Hello silly snakes with spelling tips. Hello pain-free joints. Hello beer-can chicken. Hello real-time journalism. Hello gamification of conservation. Hello learning almost anything, anywhere, at any time. Hello text message cliff-hangers. Hello I’ve got no brakes! Hello crayon therapy. Hello there, Highway Crawler, back off the hammer and don’t feed the bears because there’s a Kojak with a Kodak ahead. Hello songs on every floor. Hello tea that makes itself. Hello Nickelodeon, but younger. Hello crazy teen years. Hello safe. Hello sound. Hello driver, fast as you can. Hello Gothic grandeur with a hint of Zen minimalism. Hello Hebrides Castle. 
Hello like manufacturer. Hello blinds up, blinds down, blinds up, blinds down. Hello Doom cheats. Hello hell-free jeans fitting. Hello pain-free bill splitting. Hello water wasters. Hello seventeen across. Hello everything in my fridge. Hello bookstore in your pocket. Hello 07734. Hello to being stoked, dude. Hello what else was he in? Hello read it again, read it again, read it again. Hello bingo! Hello class scheduled. Hello pocket metal detector. Hello everyone working on the same doc. Hello 2TB of free storage. Hello TV across the pond. Hello wisdom on demand. Hello room key. Hello shopping with principles. Hello dub dub. Hello drawing without paper. Hello painting without paint. Hello lectures coming alive. Hello medical records. Hello brawn for brains. Hello change for change. Hello reading with your eyes closed. Hello to the biggest snake. Hello learning the keys. Hello crowdfunded careers. Hello song on the tip of my tongue. Hello buy! Buy! BUY! Hello from A to Z. 
Hello window into the night sky. Hello organ donation made easy. Hello hearing loss? Hello try-it-on-for-size face-lift. Hello journalistic satirists. Hello cigar snob. Hello emergency service radio waves. Hello spotting it early. Hello champagne delivery. Hello smaller footprint. Hello someone else’s home. Hello music for my photos. Hello campus off campus. Hello pajama graduations. Hello what time is it? Hello phone, I’ve found you. Hello I’m American, Chinese, German, Irish, and Japanese. Hello from Super Girl to Super League. Hello health care without borders. Hello beats that break a sweat. Hello boredom killers. Hello democratic health care. Hello Monstars, Mimics, and Claws. Hello connecting to your car from the couch. Hello hearing every side. Hello literacy. Hello level shelves. Hello garage that greets you. Hello moms to be. Hello top secret emails. Hello 30 pumps, two breaths. Hello princess, where are you off to? Hello Sunday football. Hello pitch-perfect tuning. 
Hello seven-year-old filmmaker. Hello movie database to end all movie databases. Hello faxing, welcome back. Hello newly minted polyglots. Hello love at first swipe. Hello kissing the dice. Hello art that speaks for itself. Hello starry, starry night. Hello room I want in my house. Hello counting down the days, literally. Hello healthier Kenyan harvests. Hello help with my homework. Hello every chairlift, run, lodge, restroom, and restaurant. Hello all-day breakfast, finally. Hello cartoon me. Hello ribbed top £9.99. Hello international no-fee money transfers. Hello eight ounces of water eight times a day. Hello would you like to trade me for that? Hello exploring the cosmos in an interstellar onion. Hello Australian footballers. Hello neighbor, how much for the car? Hello 282 singles within 1.4 miles. Hello so that’s what they’re actually singing. Hello yetis with coding skills. Hello Sally. Hello Queen of Venom. Hello tree growing in my phone. Hello caffeinated green mermaid.  
Hello brushstroke meets swordstroke. Hello perfect music festival filter for your manic pixie dream girl squad. Hello local flea market reinvented. Hello heroes of Halcyon Fold. Hello Incrediballs. Hello watch me, trade me, bid me, buy me. Hello tour guide in your ear. Hello nearby buyers and sellers. Hello citizens of Lumino. Hello squeezing past semis at full throttle. Hello I need to get from Papatoetoe to Takanini by 2:30. Hello social networking in Kazan. Hello pinning needles to a spinning target. Hello where the bloody hell is my arvo bus? Hello the quickest way to transfer at Shibuya Station. Hello quick crossword with an option to cheat. Hello famous family of five on the couch. Hello early childhood development. Hello galaxy geometry. Hello 10 plots and a “no friends” tax. Hello manual calculations. Hello seeing whether I’m wise or wasteful with money. Hello monsters, let’s defend the wall. Hello Europe’s most modern bank account. Hello ball precariously perched on platforms. 
Hello virtual makeup kit. Hello getting your password right on the first try. Hello so that’s how you skip the line at the Smithsonian. Hello everything, seriously everything, in one place. Hello nonstop to Oz. Hello little model men gone digital. Hello Tesco groceries to my door. Hello to being a traveler and not a tourist. Hello ROS HAM MAS BOT ALO. Hello Lara, where to this time? Hello olé, olé, olé. Hello Autopilot music mixes. Hello jazz station in Lithuania. Hello splitting lanes and weaving in and out of traffic at 100 kmh. Hello big blue G. Hello DotBoy, Puk, and Hopiko. Hello outrunning the cops. Hello customer relationships made better. Hello now let’s summon some monsters. Hello cooking made easy. Hello fútbol. Hello yummy dinosaurs, pyramids, gladiators, samurai, and volcanoes. Hello mirror, mirror, on my screen. Hello similarly answered questions. Hello will someone read me a story? Hello swashbucklers of the seven seas. Hello perfect soufflé. Hello king of online forums. 
Hello phone doubling as a flashlight. Hello your food will be delivered in...knock, knock. Hello it’s raining gems. Hello crowdfunded, next-generation, solar-powered combination toaster/lawn mower. Hello glad I didn’t forget about that. Hello animated NEXRAD Local Radar. Hello impromptu polka party with newly accomplished you on accordion. Hello modern-day hitchhiking. Hello all the ingredients I need delivered to my door to cook this recipe. Hello silver-haired bishounen. Hello carotid endarterectomy made easy. Hello neighborhood danger zone. Hello new favorite band. Hello let me transfer that fiver I owe you. Hello swiping your way through the classics. Hello one hour of hard-hitting news. Hello image of a needle in a haystack of images. Hello best time to book. Hello bracelet tournament table. Hello one more free spin and I’m out. Hello never forgetting to take your medicine. Hello skipping the movie ticket line. Hello here’s my card (that I just made). Hello wonders of life. 
Hello parents, you’re now connected with the classroom. Hello crowdsourced curation for shopping. Hello bulls and bears and traders, oh my. Hello that vintage film look. Hello automating actions on iPad. Hello scrapbooking for millennials. Hello locally designed armoire going once... Hello you down or what? Hello scenic route to Yosemite Valley. Hello counting cow contractions. Hello running for a cause. Hello library in my pocket. Hello kids that code. Hello anything. Hello everything. Hello, W W D C 1 6.
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System Font 
Dynamic Type
Custom Fonts



System Font

Native to the platform



System Font APIs

NSFont.systemFont(ofSize: 14) 

UIFont.systemFont(ofSize: 14) 

NSFont.systemFont(ofSize: 19, weight: NSFontWeightSemibold) 

UIFont.systemFont(ofSize: 34, weight: UIFontWeightBlack)
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With Text Styles APIs, Dynamic Type support is automatic
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1. Pick or bundle a font
2. Lookup table for the Content Size Categories

3. Override traitCollectionDidChange
4. Update your fonts and paragraph style
5. Relayout
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let customDynamicType: [String: (pointSize: CGFloat, styleName: String,  
                                   leading: CGFloat,  tracking: CGFloat)] = [ 
    UIContentSizeCategoryExtraSmall:                        (10.0, "Heavy",   3.0,  0.6), 
    UIContentSizeCategorySmall:                             (12.0, "Heavy",   2.0,  0.4), 
    UIContentSizeCategoryMedium:                            (14.0, "Roman",   1.0,  0.2), 
    UIContentSizeCategoryLarge:                             (16.0, "Roman",   0.0,  0.0), 
    UIContentSizeCategoryUnspecified:                       (16.0, "Roman",   0.0,  0.0), 
    UIContentSizeCategoryExtraLarge:                        (17.0, "Roman",   0.0,  0.0), 
    UIContentSizeCategoryExtraExtraLarge:                   (18.0, "Light",  -1.0,  0.0), 
    UIContentSizeCategoryExtraExtraExtraLarge:              (19.0, "Light",  -2.0, -0.1), 
    UIContentSizeCategoryAccessibilityMedium:               (20.0, "Light",  -3.0, -0.2), 
    UIContentSizeCategoryAccessibilityLarge:                (21.0, "Light",  -4.0, -0.2), 
    UIContentSizeCategoryAccessibilityExtraLarge:           (22.0, "Light",  -4.0, -0.2), 
    UIContentSizeCategoryAccessibilityExtraExtraLarge:      (23.0, "Light",  -4.0, -0.2), 
    UIContentSizeCategoryAccessibilityExtraExtraExtraLarge: (24.0, "Light",  -4.0, -0.2), 
]
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override func traitCollectionDidChange(_ previousTraitCollection: UITraitCollection?) { 

    self.adjustFont(usedBy: self.label) 

}
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func adjustFont(usedBy: UILabel) { 

    let sizeCategory = self.traitCollection.preferredContentSizeCategory 

    if let customFontForSizeCategory = self.customDynamicType[sizeCategory] { 

       // ... actually adjust the fonts here ...  

    } 

}



func adjustFont(usedBy: UILabel) { 

    let sizeCategory = self.traitCollection.preferredContentSizeCategory 

    if let customFontForSizeCategory = self.customDynamicType[sizeCategory] { 

       // ... actually adjust the fonts here ...  

    } 

}
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Font Selection

Easier sticking with one typeface at a time
Understanding design intention helps in usage
Consider defaults and knobs you can turn
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let pointSize: CGFloat = 60.0 

let systemFontDesc = UIFont.systemFont( 

    ofSize: pointSize, weight: UIFontWeightLight).fontDescriptor() 

let highLegibilityFontDesc = systemFontDesc.addingAttributes( 

    [ 

        UIFontDescriptorFeatureSettingsAttribute:  

        [ 

            [ 

                UIFontFeatureTypeIdentifierKey: kStylisticAlternativesType, 

                UIFontFeatureSelectorIdentifierKey: kStylisticAltSixOnSelector, 

            ], 

        ] 

    ] 

) 

      

label.font = UIFont(descriptor: highLegibilityFontDesc, size: pointSize)
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When Shaun decides to take a day off and have some fun, he 
gets a little more than he bargained for! Shaun’s mischief 
inadvertently leads to The Farmer being taken away from the  
farm, to the Big City… Join Shaun, Bitzer, and The Flock on 
their hilarious, action-packed, big-screen adventure…

STARRING 
Justin Fletcher 

John Sparkes 
Omid Djalili 

Richard Webber
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let pointSize: CGFloat = 60.0 

let systemFontDesc = UIFont.systemFont( 

    ofSize: pointSize, weight: UIFontWeightLight).fontDescriptor() 

let smallCapsFontDesc = systemFontDesc.addingAttributes( 
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        UIFontDescriptorFeatureSettingsAttribute:  
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                UIFontFeatureSelectorIdentifierKey: kUpperCaseSmallCapsSelector, 

            ], 

        ] 

    ] 

) 

      

label.font = UIFont(descriptor: smallCapsFontDesc, size: pointSize)
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Details

Arrows
High-legibility alternates
Small caps



Summary



Summary

San Francisco
Terminology
Concepts
Tools
Details



More Information

https://developer.apple.com/wwdc16/803



Related Sessions

Auditing Your Apps for Accessibility Nob Hill Wednesday 10:00AM

Making Apps Adaptive, Part 1 Presidio Thursday 11:00AM

Making Apps Adaptive, Part 2 Presidio Friday 9:00AM

Iterative UI Design Presidio Friday 10:00AM

What’s New in Auto Layout Presidio Friday 3:00PM



Related Sessions

Internationalization Best Practices Mission Tuesday 9:00AM

Inclusive App Design Pacific Heights Tuesday 10:00AM



Labs

Text and Fonts Lab Frameworks  
Lab B Thursday 2:00PM

Interface Builder and Auto Layout Lab Developer Tools 
Lab B Thursday 3:00PM

Interface Builder and Auto Layout Lab Developer Tools 
Lab C Friday 9:00AM

Internationalization Lab Frameworks  
Lab C Friday 2:00PM




